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About This Project

Overview

*Teamwork: An Open Access Practical Guide – Instructor Companion* is the product of the Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) at the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) and aligns with the goals of the university’s Maverick Advantage and Strategic Plan, along with the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board TX 60×30 Initiative.

The purpose of the companion is to provide instructors with a resource in order to improve course outcomes when implementing teamwork and develop this in-demand, marketable skill that students can use in their careers. Both the student guide and companion are open access under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC-BY-NC-SA) license for anyone to use.

Creation Process

The idea for this project originated September 2018 during a series of conversations between Andrew M. Clark and Justin T. Dellinger. Clark put together an advisory committee within a few weeks while Dellinger initiated the development process with Michelle Reed, Open Educational Resources (OER) Librarian. During this time, responsibilities were determined and within two months, the team generated a first draft. Clark shared this draft with Peer Academic Leaders (PALs), graduate and undergraduate students, the advisory committee, and the Division of Student Success, who all provided invaluable
feedback that fundamentally influenced the final format of the guide. They all appreciated the practical nature and overall readability but suggested making the guide more visual and less like a formal textbook. After revisions, Clark and Dellinger shared the resource at two Professional Learning Community (PLC) events (also part of the QEP). They finalized a PDF version and then transitioned into Pressbooks with help of the Library’s OER team and then worked to finalize the instructor companion.

How to Approach the Student Guide and Instructor Companion

The student guide is meant to be used in a variety of ways. The editors purposefully implemented a modularized layout in the student guide to make it easier to use whichever sections are most useful or appropriate. While some may choose to read it front to back, others might just choose one section that helps them with a particular course. In addition to the general content, there are additional resources and testimonials, as well as assessments that can help individuals and groups evaluate themselves.

The companion provides resources for course instructors, including discussion prompts, sample activities and lesson plans, case studies for teamwork at UTA, and other practical resources.
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PART I

INTRODUCTION

This section contains an introduction to the book, a description of data collection that will be used for the Quality Enhancement Plan and accreditation, and a survey that will help the project team improve both the student and companion guides.
Introduction to the Companion

This instructor companion is a resource for anyone using *Teamwork: An Open Access Practical Guide* in their courses, ranging from Peer Academic Leaders in first-year experience courses, to graduate teaching assistants, to experienced faculty. The companion is considered a living resource, where the authors will continue to update content each semester. Version history can be found at the end of book.

The structure of this resource is as follows:

- **Introduction**
  - Discussion of the University of Texas at Arlington’s Quality Enhancement Plan and the data collection tools used

- **Considerations for Online Group/Teamwork**
  - Understanding online groups, common challenges, accountability, group creation, and types of activities
  - A checklist for developing small group activities
  - Using backward design principles to align activities and a sample rubric for peer assessment

- **Sample Discussion Prompts**
  - A curated list of sample discussion prompts for each section of the student teamwork guide

- **Sample Exercises**
  - Suggested activities to build understanding and skills for teamwork and collaboration
• Instructor-Created Lesson Plans
  ◦ Lesson plans that are created by Peer Academic Leaders and Instructors/Faculty are stored in the Library’s Research Commons and accessible through this section

• Implementation Examples and Case Studies at UTA
  ◦ Different examples of how instructors have implemented teamwork into their courses

We hope that you find this resource useful and appreciate any feedback for how we can make it even more so.
The QEP is a central part of the university’s accreditation under the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACS COC). Section 7 of the SACSCOC Principles of Accreditation states, “The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is an integral component of the reaffirmation of accreditation process and is derived from an institution’s ongoing comprehensive planning and evaluation processes. It reflects and affirms a commitment to enhance overall institutional quality and effectiveness by focusing on an issue the institution considers important to improving student learning outcomes and/or student success” (SACSCOC, 2018, p. 58). Therefore, the QEP team will conduct research and assessments over the duration of the project. Assessments will take place in UNIV courses, coordinated by the Division of Student Success, as well as other courses taught by Professional Learning Community members or others at UTA. Pre- and post-surveys, along with reflections, will be the primary data collected and the QEP has sought to make the process as unobtrusive as possible. Beyond assessment, *Teamwork: An Open Access Practical Guide* and the efforts of Professional Learning Community members will help to improve the development and marketability of this sought-after skill, which employers consistently list as one of the core competencies that they seek from graduates and potential hires (Hart Research Associates, 2018).

The QEP team requests that any UTA instructor that uses the guide in their courses have their students complete these brief assessments. While not required, the data collected in
these instruments are essential for understanding the short-and long-term impact of this guide. Please contact Dr. Andrew M. Clark, QEP Director, if you have any questions about the surveys and reflection.

Pre-Survey

For students that have not yet used the guide and are currently enrolled at UTA. Please use the QR code or click the image.

Post-Survey

For students that used the guide in a
course or for personal growth during a semester. Please use the QR code or click the image.

Reflection

For students that used the guide in a course or for personal growth during a semester. Please use the QR code or click the image.

Here are the questions:

1. What does effective teamwork look like to you?
2. In what ways has your attitude toward teamwork changed as a result of what you have learned through this guide? If you do not believe it has changed please tell us why you think that is so.
3. Based on the material in the guide, what are some ways that you will apply what you have learned about teamwork in the classroom?
4. What are some ways that you will apply what you have learned about teamwork in your occupation?
Media Attributions

- 2020 Pre-Survey QR Code
- 2020 Post-Survey QR Code
- 2020 Reflection QR Code
Instructor Use Survey

Please take a minute to share your experience with the editors.

An interactive or media element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here: https://uta.pressbooks.pub/teamworkinstructorguide/?p=209
PART II
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ONLINE GROUP/TEAMWORK

This section includes suggestions for how to effectively implement teamwork in an online course setting.
Considerations for Online Group/Teamwork

Group work in the online environment facilitates the building of peer networks and online community, which are noted aspects of a quality online course. In the following sections, we will discuss the benefits to using groups in online and blended courses, overcoming challenges to small group work, creating small groups, developing small group learning activities, and assessing group performance.

Why use groups in blended and online courses?

- Aids in building learning community
- Provides students with an opportunity to apply concepts and theories
- Allows students to develop skills that are representative of real work life
- Fosters active learning

Challenges to online group work

- Social loafing
- Transaction costs
- Student self-management
Accountability

- Frequent feedback
- Individual time and effort (peer assessment)
- Team performance – product or process (rubrics)

Issues to consider in group creation, and forming and managing groups

- Group size by task, project completion or discussion
- Heterogeneous groups for better group performance
- Instructor driven for diversity of ideas
- Team-building activities for cohesion

Types of group learning activities promoting learning and team development

- Charter Development
- Project Teams
- Case Studies
- Simulations and Role Playing
- Audio or Video Analysis
- Debates or Negotiations

This content was adapted from Week 3 of Pivoting to Online Teaching: Research and Practitioner Perspectives and Module 2 of the Effective Online Teaching Short Course by J. T. Dellinger, and is used under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license. Modifications include adjusted text for UTA context.
Checklist: Developing Effective Small Group Learning Activities

Group activities should be engaging and focus on higher order learning

1. What aspects of the content lend themselves to group activities?
2. How can the activity utilize the many experiences of students into making a higher quality product than working individually?
3. How can the activity allow students to work together to maximize their own and each other’s learning?
4. How can the activity allow students to search for understanding, solutions, or meanings, or creating a product?
5. How does the activity meet a course objective? Do your learning objectives for the course including working as a team? Working collaboratively?
6. What are the goals of the group activity?
7. Is the activity too challenging for an individual to complete?

Group activities should facilitate learning community

1. How can the activity allow for group discussion and
2. How can the activity be structured to ensure participation by all members?
3. How can the activity provide an opportunity for students to develop a connection with each other?
4. How does the activity promote peer teaching/learning?

Group activities require student support in self-management

1. What activities will you include for students to build trust and cohesion (e.g., group charter, team pictures, team blog, etc.)?
2. What is the timetable for completion? Have you taken into account time dependent on the medium (discussion board, synchronous meetings, etc.)?
3. Are the tasks scaffolded into manageable chunks? Is there frequent feedback opportunities?

Group activities require individual and group accountability

1. How will accountability be built into the process?
2. Is individual and group performance assessed (e.g., peer evaluation, group grade on product)?
3. Is reflection built into the activity (self-assessment)?

This content was adapted from Week 3 of Pivoting to Online Teaching: Research and Practitioner Perspectives and Module 16 | Checklist: Developing Effective Small Group Learning Activities
1. What do I want my students to be able to do (i.e., not just “know”) achieving higher order learning?

2. What evidence or documentation do I require to demonstrate my students’ achievement of these desired results? Individually? As a group?

3. What group learning activity will produce this evidence or documentation?

4. What materials and resources are best suited to assist students in accomplish these goals?
   - What communication tools with the students use?
   - How will you facilitate interactions?
   - How much time will they need to get to know each other, develop a charter, accomplish the tasks, etc.?
   - Will you provide a sample product?

Rubric

Here is a sample peer evaluation template for group activities: Sample Peer Evaluation Template.pdf

This content was adapted from Week 3 of Pivoting to Online Teaching: Research and Practitioner Perspectives and Module 2 of the Effective Online Teaching Short Course by J. T. Dellinger, and is used under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license. Modifications include adjusted text for UTA context.
PART III
SAMPLE DISCUSSION PROMPTS

This section includes sample discussion prompts for use in the Student Teamwork Guide. They are broken up by section for easy access.
Sample Discussion Prompts

What are the Benefits of Teamwork?

• What is a Team?
  ◦ In one sentence define what you consider to be a team.
  ◦ Give three characteristics that you think are necessary of all good teams.
  ◦ Think of your own experiences with teams and state why some teams have worked well while others have not.

• Benefits of Teamwork
  ◦ What can you do in a team that you would have difficulty doing on your own?
  ◦ Why do organizations place such a high priority on teamwork?
  ◦ A team is made up of individuals with different personalities and backgrounds. What are two activities that you would suggest to a team leader to help bring team members together at the beginning of the process?

Being a Leader; Being a Follower

• The Importance of Being a Follower
  ◦ What are some examples from school, work, or
organizations where you have seen followership in action? How was it done well? What happened when it was done poorly?

◦ Is a leader always necessary for collaboration in teams? Why or why not?
◦ Are you typically a follower or a leader? Why do you think that you gravitate toward one over another? Is it important to be in both roles in life?

• How to Become a Good Team Leader

◦ Who do you feel was a great leader? What qualities made them a good leader?
◦ What are some lessons that you have learned from a good leader?
◦ What does trust look like in the context of a team?
◦ What are some ways that a team/group leader can promote accountability in a classroom setting?

• Handling Conflict in Teams

◦ What are some conflicts that you have experienced as part of a team?
◦ How do you typically approach conflict? Do you prefer to handle issues immediately/publicly? Later on/privately? Avoid it? What is the best approach?
◦ What are some ways that you have contributed to conflict in a team?
◦ What are some ways that you have worked to resolve conflict in a team?
◦ How can culture influence conflict in teams?

• Working with Difficult People

◦ Has there been a time where you have collaborated with someone who was difficult to work with? What was that experience like?
What are some ways that you have been a difficult person to work with?

What are some things that you can do to address potential challenges? How have you tried to build rapport with a difficult person? How might you better understand someone else's perspective and/or intentions?

What is a Team and How Can You Contribute?

• Types of Teams
  ◦ What are some different types of teams that you have been part of?
  ◦ What differences did you notice in the different types?
  ◦ What are the strengths and weaknesses of working as part of a virtual team, as opposed to working face-to-face?
  ◦ To what extent do you think we will begin to see a permanent move toward virtual teams?

• The Process of Forming a Successful Team
  ◦ If you were meeting together with new team members, what is the first thing you could do to establish a good team environment?
  ◦ Some research says naming your team is important. Why do you think this is so?
  ◦ Name three important attributes that every team should have and state why you believe they are important.

• Understanding Yourself as a Team Member
  ◦ When you think of contributing to a team, what role
do you gravitate toward?
◦ Is there a role that you would like to have, but don’t think that you have the skill just yet?
◦ How can you develop the skills to fulfill that role?
◦ If you were to describe essential roles in a team, what roles/titles would you come up with?

• Evaluating Yourself and Your Team
◦ As you evaluate yourself, what surprised you about the evaluation?
◦ Teamwork by its very definition involves working with others. Why is working with others hard or easy for you?
◦ What are your strengths and how could they benefit a team that you might be a part of?
◦ In relation to teamwork, what is one weakness you have, and how can you improve on that to help strengthen your team?

Marketing Your Teamwork Experience

• The Importance of Teamwork Skills on a Resume
◦ What are some class activities that you have participated in that may have helped you gain teamwork skills?
◦ What are specific skills did you gain through working in teams in your courses that you could highlight on a resume?
◦ What are some activities that you have participated in that may have given you teamwork skills?
◦ What skills have you developed through these activities?
• Preparing for the Interview
  ◦ As you think about your experiences working in teams, what are some lessons that you have learned that you could tell a future employer?
  ◦ Give an example of a time that you were part of a team and you were able to make a difference in the outcome of the team.
  ◦ Think of a time that you were on a team and there was conflict. What did you do, or what could have done, to handle that conflict so that it did not affect the function of the team?
PART IV
SAMPLE EXERCISES

This section includes six exercises that can be used by instructors to help develop teamwork skills. There are additional materials and activities that correspond with these exercises, and there are module-specific examples. These exercises can be used as written or modified to fit the context, timing, and/or needs of a particular class. Throughout these exercises, links are provided to guide instructors to supplementary materials.
Exercise 1

Objective

The purpose of this activity is to enrich participants’ understanding of what it means to be part of a team and why being a good team player is important for career success.

Time

15-20 minutes

Materials

- Chart paper or sentence strips with markers and/or Teamwork Quotes printed out for each participant

Directions

Choose and display five “teamwork” quotes from the list provided, or you may find your own quotes. This can be done on chart paper, writing quotes on sentence strips, or reading each quote aloud. What is important here is the quote – and not necessarily who said the quote.

Ask participants to choose the quote they like best. Divide the larger group into smaller groups according to the chosen quote (i.e., all participants who liked quote #1, etc.). Participants should spend approximately two minutes discussing the quote...
and coming to consensus on the reason they liked it the best. One member of each team should be prepared to offer the group's feedback and reflection.

For another, more hands-on version of this activity, write each of the quotes on sentence strips. Cut the sentence strips into individual words or manageable chunks/phrases. Have groups work together to arrange the words/phrases into the correct order.

Discussion

Refer to Module One in the Student Teamwork Guide that shows that employers rate the ability to be a “team player” as one of the most important qualities and characteristics of their current (and future) employees (i.e., the job candidate). Ask why this is might be so. Elicit responses and an interactive discussion. Encourage students to bring in material from their discussion of the quotes.

Reflection

A friend comes to you seeking advice. He got into trouble at work for not being a team player. He really likes his job and isn’t quite sure what to do. What suggestions or observations about teamwork would you give to your friend to help him improve? How might he respond to his boss?

Homework

Have participants look through the Student Teamwork Guide and create their own personal quotes about teamwork...
it is important... what can be accomplished...etc. The quote should be one that encourages peers to gain a better understanding and perspective on the importance of teamwork AND why it is often a core value shared by many different cultures, populations, and groups.

Offer the opportunity for participants to research and share proverbs related to teamwork from their own cultures.
Exercise 2

Objective

Part of becoming a functional member of a team is learning to understand what you bring to the group and what you might need from others. This exercise, in conjunction with Module 4 of the Student Teamwork Guide, is designed to help participants begin to identify their individual strengths and needs regarding teamwork.

Time

30 minutes

Materials

- List of quotes
- Pens or pencils
- Optional: Chart paper and markers

Directions

1. Introduce this activity by reflecting on some of the quotes provided (if you have not completed Exercise 1 choose some of the quotes to discuss with the group – and offer a brief discussion on their meaning).
2. Ask participants for a list of some of the characteristics
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they think make up a good team player. This might be phrased as follows: “What does it take from each person on a team to make a team really work?”

3. Ask students to take the self-evaluation survey in the section “Evaluating Yourself and Your Team” found in the Student Guide. By completing the survey students will be developing an individual inventory of the skills they possess related to teamwork.

Discussion

As part of the discussion, ask participants to share one of their identified areas of strengths – and one area they would like to improve. This discussion allows each to hear from others their areas of strength and need. This process may help those in need of assistance identify who might be able to offer it.

Reflection

Ask students to consider their score on the Evaluating Yourself for Teamwork survey. Were they pleased with their results? What are some of the areas they would like to improve? How will they attempt to do this? Share with students resources at the university that may help them strengthen their teamwork and leadership skills.

Homework

Have participants ask someone they know and trust to rate them using a blank copy of the survey. Were the scores/checks
similar or different? What does this tell them? Does this change any of the notes made related to skills to improve?

Have participants redesign the activity with words and/or actions that better describe the elements of teamwork from their perspective. Another option is for participants to schedule a meeting with an employer and get additional input as to how an employer might identify or describe the characteristics listed.
“Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a civilization work.” – Vince Lombardi (football coach)

“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.” – Henry Ford (pioneer of the assembly-line production method)

“There is no such thing as a self-made man. You will reach your goals only with the help of others.” – George Shinn (former owner of Charlotte, now New Orleans, Hornets basketball team)

“It is amazing what can be accomplished when nobody cares about who gets the credit.” – Robert Yates (politician in the 1700s)

“Teamwork divides the task and multiplies the success.” – Author Unknown

“I am a member of a team, and I rely on the team, I defer to it and sacrifice for it, because the team, not the individual, is the ultimate champion.” – Mia Hamm (retired American soccer player)

“Respect your fellow human being, treat them fairly, disagree with them honestly, enjoy their friendship, explore your thoughts about one another candidly, work together for a common goal and help one another achieve it.” – Bill Bradley (American hall of fame basketball player, Rhodes scholar and former three-term Democratic U.S. Senator from New Jersey)

“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.” – Michael Jordan (former American basketball player)
basketball player, businessman and majority owner of the Charlotte Bobcats)

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” – Helen Keller (American author, political activist, lecturer, and the first deafblind person to earn a Bachelor of Arts degree.)

“The strength of the team is each individual member...the strength of each member is the team.” – Phil Jackson (widely considered one of the greatest coaches in the history of the NBA)

“Unity is strength... when there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved.” – Mattie Stepanek (advocate on behalf of peace, people with disabilities, and children with life-threatening conditions who died one month before his 14th birthday)

“Lots of people want to ride with you in the limo, but what you want is someone who will take the bus with you when the limo breaks down.” – Oprah Winfrey (American television host, actress, producer, and philanthropist)

“Finding good players is easy. Getting them to play as a team is another story.” – Casey Stengel (baseball hall of famer)
Exercise 3

Objective

Part of being a good team member is learning how to understand your personal strengths (what you have to offer) AND where you might need to draw assistance from others.

Directions

Look at the team roles and the brief description in Understanding Yourself as a Team Member. Ask students to describe what type of role appeals most to them. What role would they like to fulfill but maybe don’t feel equipped right now? Ask students to rate their level of confidence in each role (HONESTLY) – and then encourage them to devise a plan for how they can improve some of the areas they think might need a “jump start.”

Evaluate Their Answers

*Did they have mostly “disagree” checked off?*

If so, they are still developing their confidence as a team player. These skills often take some time to develop; it might be helpful for them to reach out to someone they know and trust to help them focus on developing a plan for working on some of the skills in which they would like to be more confident. Highlight resources at the university that can be of help.
Encourage them to not be afraid to ask for help, because asking for help when you need it is another great skill of a productive team player.

*Did they have mostly “agree” checked off?*

If so, they are pretty confident in your teamwork skills – but could probably use a little extra support or development in a few areas. Encourage them to invite someone close to them (someone they know and trust), to work with them on the areas they would like to improve. Let them know that most people would be really happy to help, and that there are many resources at the university. Let them know that learning the strategies to become a good team member takes time, energy, and dedication.

*Did they have mostly “strongly agree” checked off?*

If so, they are truly confident in their ability to be a good team player. That’s great! Encourage them to figure out an area or two where they would like to continue to see improvement (since we should always be striving to be the best we can be) and develop a plan for how to further grow those skills. Encourage them to offer support to someone you know who might be struggling with building his or her own level of teamwork confidence.

**Discussion**

How did the results of the survey fit with your perception of your preferred role?
Now consider your teamwork skills confidence levels:

- I am most proud of my ability to...
- I want to improve my ability to...
- I will reach out to some of these people for guidance...
Exercise 4

Objective

Teamwork can be tough. Dealing with different personalities and compromise is not necessarily easy. So, what do you do when you are part of a team and there are barriers to the team’s success? This could be a sports team, a team at work, or a group working on a school or community project. The purpose of this activity is to engage participants in a discussion of some of the barriers to effective teamwork and the strategies they may be able to put in place to create positive outcomes.

Time

25 minutes

Materials

- Flip chart and markers
- Dry spaghetti and marshmallows
- Optional: Timer

Directions

1. Ask participants if teamwork is ALWAYS easy. (Most likely you will receive “no” answers). Delve deeper and ask about some of the reasons why teams sometimes don’t work or
what makes teamwork so difficult at times. Write these answers on the flip chart. Answers may include: inconsistent team players, time issues, compatibility, differences in communication styles (both giving and receiving), lack of trust, no clear goal, etc.

2. Next, divide participants into groups of four or more. Ask each group to elect a team leader for this activity. Give each group a supply of spaghetti and marshmallows. Tell the group they will have 15 minutes to work together to create the tallest freestanding structure possible. Before you say, “go,” tell the teams that their team leaders may only supervise and offer instructions. He or she may not physically participate in this activity.

3. After 15 minutes, evaluate the structures. Usually the highest structure has a solid and wide foundation. Discuss with participants what it means to have a solid foundation – and why laying a solid foundation is important (and the core of an effective team).

Discussion

Use the following questions for additional discussion:

1. How did your team work together? What specifically worked well? What difficulties did you experience?
2. Besides the team leader, what role did each person play in the group? How was each person helpful to the end goal?
3. Was it a plus or a minus that the team leader was not able to physically participate in the activity? How did the team leader feel about his or her level of participation?
4. What would you do differently if given a second chance at this activity?
Reflection

You are the leader of a team at work. What type of leader would you like to be – one that gets involved and works with the team or one that tells the team what to do? Explain your choice.

Homework

Have participants interview no fewer than 20 of their peers and ask two simple questions:

1. What is the best part of working on a team?
2. What is the most difficult part of working on a team?

Participants should be instructed to bring their results back to the larger group. The larger group should then examine the most common difficulties described and come up with solutions to turn these difficulties into successes.
Exercise 5

Objective

It takes all types of team members to create a balanced, cohesive team. This activity will give participants the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the roles different people play on a team and the importance of each role.

Time

20 minutes

Materials

- Five large pieces of paper, each with one of the following shapes drawn: square, rectangle, circle, triangle, and squiggle

Directions

Before beginning this activity, place each of the five shapes in a different location in of the room. Ensure there is enough room for participants to move around for this activity. Discuss the fact that teams are all made up of people who perform different roles. Think about a sports team (football, basketball, soccer, hockey, etc.). What might happen if one basketball player...
hogged the ball all of the time? What might happen if the quarterback tried to run the ball all of the time instead of passing? So, it takes all different types of players to make an efficient and winning team, right?

Now, switch gears. Tell participants that not only does it take all different types of players to make a team effective; it takes all kinds of shapes, too.

Say something to the effect of: “I want you all to look around the room. Five different shapes are hanging up. The shapes are a square, a rectangle, a circle, a triangle, and a squiggle. What if I told you that knowing whether you, your co-workers and friends are squares, rectangles, circles, triangles, or squiggles could help you build better teams and better careers?”

Ask participants to stand up and take a few moments to think about the shape they like best or find most appealing. Then ask participants to walk over to that shape.

Once everyone has chosen their personal shape, use the information from “What Shape are You?” to tell them a little bit about each shape’s “personality.” In fact, when you are finished with this activity, many participants will want to have a copy of what the shapes mean.

Discussion

Discuss the following questions with the group:

- Do you think people have the characteristics of more than one shape?
- Why do you think it is important to have all different shapes working on the same team? Offer some of the information below, if appropriate:
  - The Square, Rectangle, and Triangle are all convergent. This mean they are working TOWARDS
something specific and finite, and they do it in a logical and systematic way. But they might be lacking in personal creativity.

- The Circle and Squiggle are divergent. This means they are creative, extroverted, and intuitive. They will reach out around them into new areas and to other people. But they aren’t particularly systematic or dependable.

Reflection

Do you think it is easy or difficult for different types of personalities to work together? Why is it important to not only understand how you work best, but to learn how others work best?

Homework

Spend some time with participants to explore different types of personality assessments for the purpose of team building. Have students take different assessments and determine the validity of each. Research further and find out which occupations are best suited for which types of personalities.

Another option is to have participants think about and describe their favorite sport and compare players on those teams with the different roles found in the workplace. Examples might include: boss – coach; customer – fan; player – co-worker; etc. See how many different types of comparisons can be made and how important it is for all of these roles to work together in order to create harmony on a team.
Which Shape are You?

There are some people who believe there are five basic personality types, and each type tends to prefer a different shape. Knowing whether you, your co-workers and friends are squares, rectangles, circles, triangles, or squiggles just might help you build better careers, teams, and friendships. Here is what each shape might say about you – and how you can recognize other people for their shapes.

If you are a SQUARE: You are an organized, logical, and hardworking person who likes structure and rules. But sometimes you have trouble making decisions because you always want more information. You feel most comfortable in a stable environment with clear directions on what to do. You tend to like things that are regular and orderly. You will work on a task until it is finished, no matter what.

How to spot a square: They appear to move “straight,” use precise or specific gestures, love routine, and are very concerned with detail. They are also very neat in their appearance and their personal workspace. They do a lot of planning and are always prompt.

If you are a RECTANGLE: You are a courageous (brave), exciting, and inquisitive explorer who always searches for ways to grow and change. You enjoy trying things you’ve never done before and love asking questions that have never been asked. You like structure, and will often be the person to be sure things are done the proper way, taking all rules and regulations into consideration. When you are given a task you will start organizing it to be sure it can be done in the most systematic way.

How to spot a rectangle: These people often have “fleeting eyes and flushed faces.” They also tend to giggle and they like variety. For example, they’ll come into work early or late — but not on time. And those who have offices tend to be disorganized with a mishmash of furniture.
If you are a TRIANGLE: You are a born leader who’s competitive, confident, and can make decisions. You also like recognition. You are goal oriented and enjoy planning something out and then doing it (you are motivated by the accomplishment). You will tend to look at big long-term issues, but might forget the details. When given a task you set a goal and work on a plan for it. American business has traditionally been run by triangles and, although usually men, more women are taking those roles today.

How to spot a triangle: They have powerful voices, love to tell jokes, and they play as hard as they work. They also tend to be stylish dressers.

If you are a CIRCLE: You are social and communicative. There are no hard edges about you. You handle things by talking about them and smoothing things out with everybody. Communication is your first priority. When given a task, you will want to talk about it. You are a “people person,” with lots of sympathy and consideration for others. You listen and communicate well and are very perceptive about other people’s feelings. You like harmony and hate making unpopular decisions.

How to spot a circle: They are friendly, nurturing, persuasive, and generous. They tend to be relaxed and smile a lot. They’re talkative, but have a mellow voice. They also have a full laugh and like to touch others on the shoulder and arm.

If you are a SQUIGGLE: You are “off-the-wall” and creative. You like doing new and different things most of the time and get bored with regularity. When given a task, you will come up with bright ideas about to do it. But you don’t think in a deliberate pattern from A to B to C. Instead, you tend to jump around in your mind, going from A to M to X.

How to spot a squiggle: They can be “flashy,” dramatic, and extremely creative – and they don’t like highly structured environments. Both men and women squiggles tend to be
funny and very expressive. They also have great intuition. Most performers and writers are squiggles.
Exercise 6

Objective

The purpose of this activity is to help participants understand how teamwork is managed on the job – both from the perspective of the boss and from the perspective of the employee.

Time

15 – 30 minutes

Materials

• Copies of Activity 1 or Activity 2 depending on your time frame

Directions

This exercise offers two different activities. You may choose one or both, depending on time. One is scenario based and one is a role play.

Activity 1: For this activity, read (aloud or independently) the library scenario. Discuss as a group what Shawn (the librarian) did well, and what she could have done differently. How might she handle herself in the future? Discuss how Nathaniel (the boss) should handle this situation. Consider the fact that he
probably wants to help Shawn to improve and not necessarily punish her.

**Activity 2:** For this activity, request volunteers to act out a role play. Allow a few minutes for the actors to read through the scene so they know what their character is like. After the scene is read aloud, ask the following questions:

- What was the real problem at the coffee shop?
- What could Jarrod and/or Steffy have done differently?
- Do you agree with how the manager handled the situation?
- What might you have done in this situation?

**Discussion**

The importance of teamwork is undeniable. Ask the group to come up with a list of the benefits of teamwork and to illustrate or give examples of each. If the group has trouble coming up with a list, use the following as conversation starters:

- **Support** – Teamwork leads to camaraderie between team members. This will not only lead to better social relationships, but can also act as a support when things go wrong.
- **Varied skills** – Different team members bring with them different skills.
- **Distribution of work** – Distributing work not only reduces each individual’s burden, but also increases responsibility and ensures better commitment to completing the task individually and as a whole.
- **Creativity** – Different people have different skills and possess different perspectives. Therefore any activity that involves teamwork benefits from the various creative thoughts and inspirations of different people.
• **Accomplish faster** – People working together will tend to complete a project faster than if one person was working alone.

**Reflection**

Think about a time when you were part of a group/team and things worked really well, and a time when things didn’t work out so well. What were the situations and what made the differences?

**Homework**

Consider different jobs in your community. Arrange for field trips to some local job sites where participants can ask both managers and employees a few questions about teamwork (or ask an employer and employees to come in to talk about the impact of teamwork on the job). Alternatively, participants can do this independently and then share their experiences with the larger group.

Work with participants to develop a single set of questions to ask of managers and employees. Questions should be focused on the importance of teamwork and what happens when one or more chooses not to be a team player.
Activity 1

Scenario

Shawn works in a library. She and three other co-workers have been tasked to work together on a project. Shawn turns in the completed product, but she completed it without input or help from the others. Shawn said it was really tough to find time to meet together. She did text the others (asking about working together), but got no responses. Her supervisor, Nathaniel, knows that she is a promising young librarian who wants to advance to a leadership position. Nathaniel also believes that Shawn has the potential to be a good leader, but feels she is impatient when it comes to working with others.

Discussion

• What did Shawn do well?
• What could she have done differently?
• How might she handle herself in the future?
• How should Nathaniel handle this situation?
• Consider the fact that he probably wants to help Shawn to improve and not necessarily punish her.
Activity 2

Characters

Jarrod, Steffy, Pam, John, Manager, Narrator

Narrator
Five characters will role play a situation to determine whose job it is to restock the condiments at the coffee bar.

Jarrod
It wasn’t my job! It was Steffy’s job! The policy around here is that the new employee restocks cream and sugar station. She’s the newest employee. It’s her job!

Steffy
I don’t get to work until 10:00. By the time I get here, the station should already be stocked. Otherwise, customers won’t have the stuff they need for their coffee.

Pam
You’re just trying to get out of doing your job.

Steffy
No! Jarrod gets here at 7:00. He should already have it done by the time I get here.

Jarrod
You’re the newest employee.

Steffy
What’s your problem?

Jarrod
What’s your problem?

Steffy
I do my job.
John
But you’re the newest employee. It’s your job to restock.

Narrator
Voices are getting louder.

Steffy
But Jarrod gets here earlier. I am only trying to think about our customers.

Pam
Are you just trying to get out of your job?

Jarrod
You’re impossible.

Steffy
No, you are!

Manager
Okay, okay! What’s the problem? Steffy, continue restocking the condiment station. Jarrod, go ring up the customers.

Narrator
Both are taking a break from each other to calm down. Later in the day, the manager speaks to Jarrod and Steffy.

Manager
Steffy, Jarrod is right. The new person stocks the cream and sugar station.

Steffy
So you mean Jarrod shouldn’t have to do this anymore?

Jarrod
Told you!

Manager
Jarrod! On the other hand, that rule was made when everyone came to work at the same time. However, since Steffy doesn’t come into work until later in the day, the customers have a right to have a fully stocked station.

Jarrod
So Steffy doesn’t have to do this job either?

Steffy
No, I get it! Whoever comes in earliest should restock the station from the night before.

**Jarrod**
Okay, so I don’t have to restock the station all day? Just replenish from the night before. Steffy should then do it when she comes in – and then throughout her shift?

**Manager**
Exactly! Also, I would like you two to start treating each other with a little respect. It’s good to have a sense of humor. What happened to yours? Every customer and employee that comes in here deserves to be treated with courtesy. Okay? And, by the way, the customer is always right and always comes first.

**Narrator**
(Next day) Their voices are calm and respectful.

**Steffy**
Jarrod, I am here now. I’ll finish those. Why don’t you go take a break?

**Jarrod**
Okay, thanks! I think I will. Hey look, there’s a whole new kind of sugar that just came in. The boxes are in the back. I thought you might want to know.

**Steffy**
Thanks, Jarrod.
PART V
INSTRUCTOR-CREATED LESSON PLANS

This section includes lesson plans that are specific to the use of the student teamwork guide as well as different courses at UTA. These will include examples from Peer Academic Leaders (PALs), Professional Learning Community fellows, and other instructors.
Peer Academic Leaders (PALs) are undergraduates who mentor incoming students and teach skills in first-year experience courses. PALs work closely with faculty members across all colleges to support students as they transition to life at the university. The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) team has worked with the PALs to implement the student teamwork guide in their courses and the PALs write lesson plans for the topics that they teach. These plans consist of different presentations, discussions, activities, and games. The QEP team has collaborated with the Division of Student Success and Library to curate some of these lesson plans in the Library’s Research Commons. These lesson plans are organized by semester and collections (ex: Engineering). There is also searchable metadata that includes subjects, descriptions, and authors. You can access these plans by scanning the QR code or clicking on the image below.
Media Attributions

- Research Commons
PLC and Other Instructor-Created Lessons

Lesson plans created by UTA faculty, staff, and graduate students are available in the Library’s Research Commons. After each semester, additional lesson plans will be added to this resource hub with searchable metadata that includes subjects, descriptions, and authors. You can access these plans by scanning the QR code or clicking on the image below.
Media Attributions

- Research Commons
PART VI
IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES AND CASE STUDIES AT UTA

This section includes examples of how members of the Professional Learning Community program at the University of Texas at Arlington intentionally implemented and evaluated teamwork in their courses. The content takes shape in two ways: videos summaries and case studies.
Implementation Examples

These videos were created for the QEP and serve as exemplars of instructors implementing teamwork into their courses. Each of these instructors were fellows in the 2017-2018 Professional Learning Community program that focused on developing these skills to improve student outcomes in their courses.

Industrial Engineering – Dr. Bonnie Boardman

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here:
Kinesiology – Dr. Becky Garner

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here:
https://uta.pressbooks.pub/
teamworkinstructorguide/?p=230
History – Dr. Katie Beebe

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here: https://uta.pressbooks.pub/teamworkinstructorguide/?p=230
Implementation Examples

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here: https://uta.pressbooks.pub/teamworkinstructorguide/?p=230
Case Study #1

Erika Pribanic-Smith, Department of Communication

Project Description

My goal was to determine if interventions to improve team cohesion through interpersonal communication would result in better team performance as measured by presentation cohesiveness on the final project. I conducted this assessment in a required course for all majors in the Department of Communication. Initial enrollment for the course was 123 students; four withdrew before the semester ended, and nine additional students stopped attending class but did not drop.

Each semester, students self-select into teams of 6-7 students on the first day of class. Students work in these teams throughout the semester on discussion exercises after lecture, team quizzes, and ultimately, a team presentation. In previous semesters, teams that communicated well with each other delivered excellent presentations, but most delivered the dreaded “patchwork project”; team members independently completed their tasks and then cobbled everything together at the last minute without knowing what others on the team were doing. Furthermore, Student Feedback Surveys indicated that a few students loved the team aspect of the course, but many hated it.

Employing team cohesion literature as well as Decision Emergence and Social Penetration theories, I hypothesized that developing stronger interpersonal ties among teammates via self-disclosure would assist in developing team cohesion,
which in turn would motivate students to achieve team goals as a unit and keep each other accountable. I encouraged self-disclosure by developing discussion exercises that required students to come up with examples from their own lives for theoretical application. The disclosures grew more personal over the first half of the semester, starting with “Describe a situation in which you were misunderstood” (General Semantics Theory) and progressing to “Describe a situation in which someone shared your secret or you shared someone else’s” (Communication Privacy Management). A second intervention I employed to improve communication involved guided in-class team meetings, in which I assigned specific tasks related to the presentation assignment and provided instruction on the teamwork behaviors that should be exhibited at that stage of the project.

To measure team cohesion, students completed a team cohesion assessment survey (adapted from a Group Communication textbook’s team cohesion index) at four points during the semester: Week 2, Week 6, Week 10, and Week 14; the index consisted of 20 Likert-scale questions and one open-response question (“Is there anything you’d like to add?”). A Toastmasters list of criteria for group presentation cohesiveness was converted into a rubric for analyzing team performance on the final presentation.

**Project Evaluation**

Overall, the team cohesion assessment revealed a steady decline in team cohesion from the Week 2 survey to the Week 10 survey, then a spike between the Week 10 and Week 14 surveys. However, the literature recommends assessing team cohesion at both the individual level and the group level, and each level of analysis told a slightly different story in this project. The assessment survey included both individual-level
and group-level questions, such that most individual-level questions (e.g., “I identify with the team and its members”) had a group-level counterpart (e.g., “Members of the team identify with the team”). The index of questions that gauged individual team members’ level of connection and commitment to the team demonstrated a relatively even measure of cohesion across the first three surveys with a slight bump in the second survey; the individual-level index rose sharply for the fourth survey. However, the index of questions that asked students to assess their fellow team members’ level of connection and commitment to the team sharply declined from Week 2 to Week 6, stayed nearly the same from Week 6 to Week 10, and then sharply rose by Week 14. In each survey, the individual-level index was higher than the group-level index, though the two indices were closer at Weeks 2 and 14 than in Weeks 6 and 10. (See figure below.)

Significantly, the Week 6 survey coincided with a presentation progress report deadline, and the Week 10 survey occurred around the deadline for teams’ presentation outlines. The open-ended responses at Week 10 in particular indicated that tensions were running high on teams in which students perceived their teammates were not doing their parts to complete the work. The Week 14 survey fell in the middle of presentations, and the overwhelming success of the presentations seems to have generated good will among most of the respondents.

Only one out of the 20 teams failed to score 100 percent on the presentation cohesiveness rubric, for an overall average of 96.4 percent (per Blackboard statistics). Nearly all of the presentations had good flow, consistent visuals (design of each PowerPoint slide), and consistent voice. In most cases, each teammate demonstrated knowledge of what each other teammate was doing. The presentations were tight and well-rehearsed. In short, most teams met the criteria for presentation cohesiveness. However, some went well beyond
the Toastmasters criteria. Some teams coordinated their wardrobes; a few even coordinated the size and color of their notecards. Overall, with only one exception, the presentations were engaging and informative. Anecdotally speaking, they were the best presentations I have seen in my seven years teaching theory at UTA. A few even drew enthusiastic ovations from their peers.

Therefore, the class achieved the ultimate goal of cohesive team presentations, and despite dips in the middle, team cohesion was higher at the end of the semester than at the start. I do not believe the self-disclosure intervention affected team cohesion as anticipated, however. Reflections submitted the last week of the semester revealed that several students learned communication is a crucial part of effective teamwork, and some students even indicated that getting to know their teammates made a difference. I think much of that communication and bonding occurred outside of class, though. More significantly, because the team cohesion index increased amid successful presentations, team achievement affected team cohesion more than team cohesion affected team performance. I believe improved communication affected presentation cohesiveness directly rather than affecting team cohesion as a mediating factor.

Though a few students stubbornly insist that teamwork is terrible and they do better work on their own, the end-of-semester reflection responses were overwhelmingly positive, demonstrating that students found the teamwork experience this semester to be not only valuable but also enjoyable. Several students indicated they made close friends or at least expanded their campus network, and some said they loved the class because of their teams. (See responses to the teamwork reflection in Appendix A.)

In sum, I believe the project was successful, not only at improving the team presentations but also at improving most
of my students’ ability to work in teams and their view of teamwork in an academic setting.

Despite the successes outlined above, some issues arose that limited the development of team cohesion in some teams and specifically hampered the self-disclosure intervention. These are issues I hope to address in future semesters:

1. Several students were absent the first class, and a handful missed the whole first week. Therefore, some students were placed into groups that already had formed and were not able to self-select into teams, and a few of those students were vocal about disliking the teams to which I assigned them. Significantly, the one team that consisted entirely of people who first attended on the second day of class had a disastrous presentation, and direct communication with some of the students on that team revealed they never gelled.

2. Attendance throughout the semester became an issue for multiple teams. Based on open-ended survey responses, some students who missed a lot of class did not bond with their teammates as much as students who did attend, and those students also missed a lot of the decision-making and task-planning for the presentation, so they were not as involved or invested in the project as other team members.

3. Some teams did not fully and properly engage in the self-disclosure exercises. I eventually discovered that some teams skipped the discussion altogether and just had the person who was providing the real-life example write out the discussion report due at the end of class to save time. Therefore, the members of those teams weren’t learning about each other at all; they just treated the exercise as something they had to turn in for a participation grade. Furthermore, although a different person was supposed to provide an example each time so that everyone was
disclosing about themselves, some groups had the same person sharing an example every time.

4. Attrition occurred on a handful of teams as some students officially dropped the class or simply stopped coming. Two teams suffered severely; both began the semester with seven members, but one presented with three members at the semester’s end, and another ended the term with only two members. Those few teammates certainly bonded, but their view of the team experience was negative.

Future Direction

Given the general success of this project, I will continue emphasizing communication in future semesters. However, to overcome some of the issues I encountered this semester, I will make a few changes.

1. I feel self-selection works great for the most part. However, I will shift team selection to the second day of class to reduce the number of students who are absent at the time of selection and do not get to select their own teams.

2. I will monitor the self-disclosure exercises more closely to ensure that teams are a) actually discussing and b) distributing the self-disclosure across team members more evenly. Though it will make attendance record-keeping more difficult and eliminate a valuable check on students’ understanding of the concepts, I will consider doing away with the written report so that students are more focused on the discussion and not just submitting something for a grade.

3. I will have more in-class team meetings. We only had three this semester, and they were in the last half-hour of quiz days because I knew most students would be present
for the quizzes. Some students stated in their open-ended responses that coordinating schedules outside of class was difficult, though, and they wished we had some full class periods designated for team work. Therefore, I will work some full-class work days into the schedule next time. Deadline stress and failure of teammates to contribute seemed to hamper team cohesion more than anything else, but hopefully having more time to work together in person will increase participation in the project and decrease tension. Doing so in class also will give me more opportunity to guide their communication and teamwork behaviors.

4. Some students still will skip class and fail to become a true part of the team or contribute meaningfully to the project. Therefore, I will do more to monitor and alleviate those situations earlier in the semester. Some teams exercised their ability to “fire” team members after the outline, but others didn’t realize or remember that was an option and complained that they presented with teammates who hadn’t contributed to the research and writing. Furthermore, teams only exercised the firing option after the outline was due; none did so earlier in the semester. I believe completing a large component of the project with dead weight increased tension and decreased team cohesion. I will make sure at every checkpoint that students remember they can remove teammates who are not participating in the project, and I will increase the number of peer evaluations students complete to facilitate this process. After they present, students complete a peer evaluation that evaluates each teammates’ cooperation, timeliness of contribution, preparation (research, writing, selecting/producing visuals), and presentation performance. I considered implementing a modified version of that evaluation at each checkpoint but decided against it because I didn’t want students to confuse the
peer evaluations with the team cohesion assessments or become overwhelmed with paperwork. I will discontinue the team cohesion assessments, though, and have students complete peer evaluations more frequently instead. These will alert me to issues earlier while encouraging students to think critically about their teammates’ contributions throughout the process and take action as needed. Hopefully issues coming to light sooner will enable me to combine teams that may end up with few members well before the presentation.

Appendix A

Reflection: What is the most important thing you learned about teamwork this semester? (unedited responses)

- Be flexible when working with everyone’s schedules
- Being ahead of the curve.
- being flexible and allowing others to contribute
- Coming together in person can make a lot of things a lot simpler as opposed to doing it all online
- Communication is the key for a successful team environment.
- Communication so the team can adjust to fit everyones’ needs.
- Don’t let negativity ruin a good presentation.
- Everybody has to work together toward the team’s goals. One person can’t carry the team effectively and if one or more people don’t do their work it make the rest of the team’s jobs much harder and more frustrating. With that said, when people do actually participate it helps to bond those members together and make a better, cohesive, end project.
- How to collaborate
- How to communicate & get things done on time by planning as a team.
How without fail, working as a team is awful.
I didn't learn it because I already knew it, but the most important thing I already know is that I work better alone and I still really don't like group work with random people.
I know now to be here the first day of class, so I can pick my own group members considering I have to pay over a thousand dollars a class.
I learned how to better understand people's opinions and what they had to say about the issues we were talking about.
I learned that a lot of the time someone on the team will not put in as much effort and will just float along in which the other members will have to carry the extra weight.
I learned that if everyone is on the same page and at least somewhat dedicated to the end goal, the group work will be successful and maybe even enjoyable, which contradicted my previous ideas of group work.
I learned that if you set up expectations for how you want your team to work, it will be more successful.
I learned that most people are not willing to work on teams no matter how old they are or the level of education they have.
I learned that working on big teams is difficult and its important to find meeting times.
I learned that you cannot expect the same amount of effort from each team member, but that oftentimes other members of the team will step up and fill the gaps made. The best strategy for success is to work well with those who demonstrate a willingness to give their time and effort to making the project the best it can be.
If you don't get to know the people you are in a group with, it makes it hard to work with them.
It definitely takes a lot of work to make your team effective. You must always put in effort to try to restructure your schedule so everyone can meet. You also have to trust and depend on one another.
It is tough to have all team members focus on a task and be
organized, especially when we each have much more going on in our lives, but as long as we all communicate well the job can definitely be done. Communication is key, for sure.

Leaders shape the future, and every team needs a strong leader to succeed.

Learning to speak up and state my own opinion even when I’m not entirely confident. Communication and openness is key in order to fully thrive in a group project. I enjoyed my group and the time we spent working together. I consider them my friends.

Making new friends?

Making sacrifices to achieve the big picture the team set out to attain.

Most people do things last minute and you can’t make anyone do anything on your time frame.

Not everyone is going to do their part, but what counts is that the other members have the integrity to step up and cover the people who are slacking.

Organization is important

Planning and communication are key

Sometimes, you gotta pick it up and be leader.

Start the team project ahead of time and not wait until last minute because then you might get some team members that do not contribute.

Teams hold me down and block me from my shine. I learned I don’t work well with others. But the assignment was cool. Groups make my head hurt

that communication is very important

That everyone needs to do their part to make the team run smoothly. Also, communication is key.

That google docs saves lives. It is very easy for everyone to be working on the same slides at once and that automatically save once you stop typing so nothing gets lost.

That some people are disrespectful. I also learned that others are extremely respectful. Projects definitely can’t be pushed
back to the last minute. I also learned that understanding concepts after a lesson were much easier to understand working in a group because we were able to apply them to things we knew in real life.

That time is a key concept in getting things done in the time allotted, giving us the opportunity to finish our work thoroughly to where we have time to go over it a second time.

That time managing is essential to being prepared.

That we all have busy lives and we all work differently but we all trusted each other and that we would get all of our parts done, not micro manage each other and it would all workout.

The important thing I learn is that communication is one of the most important things to make a team successful. We kicked a few people out of our team because they did not execute their role as agreed. Once they were notified they were kicked out they were offended because the rest of the team did not understand their personal life situations, nonetheless, they never spoke about the problems they had at all to maybe find an alternate way as a team to complete each task as we had agreed to. We could not help them at the end nor feel empathic because they were not communicating with us how they said they were. Everyone was open about their situations they had going on outside of class, either school related, work or even personal but those people never did. They would agree to everything and say they would do it but at the end they did not and we did not feel compassionate about it because they never once did communicate anything about the possible encounters they could have or had been facing.

The longer we worked together the more stuff we had in common and accomplished our goals.

The most important thing I learned about being on a team is that unplanned circumstances happen and you have to be ready for them.

The most important thing I learned about working in a team
is that sometimes, you can’t count on everyone to keep their word.

The most important thing I learned about working with a team this semester was planning and working around difficult schedules, improvising to get the job done.

The most important thing I learned from working in a team, was mostly time management and working together to achieve the same goal. Our theory had a lot to do with how our team functioned so it was nice to incorporate the two together.

The most important thing I learned on this team is that its best to not be last minute about things but to be ahead of things.

The most important thing I learned this semester about working in a team is how busy schedules can impact your plans. This led to working even harder in finding the best solution, where sometimes it meant dividing up who meets up on one day and who the other, with some meeting both days. Figuring out schedules can be the most daunting task but it can easily have a solution if you begin making a plan.

The work gets done when everyone is involved!

Things move better when you work together

This has been one of my favorite classes yet and I am thrilled to have gotten to meet every member in my group. I personally believe we will all never forget each other.

This semester I learned that even in a college setting where everyone is here to learn and get a good grade you may still encounter other that don’t play well. Sometimes it takes someone to be the bigger person and groom the team to just understand that we are all here just to get the job done.

To be more assertive in all aspects of my life.

To listen more than anything because there are so many things to learn and value about one another. We all come different places but somehow we all ended up in the same group! I love my team!!

To make sure that I am available to the team and to organize
my time around the team’s schedule so as to make sure we get everything done.

to properly plan and create timetables for the group assignment.

We're all different and unique, but yet we all think as one, all have the same mindset in order to reach our goal for this semester.

When everyone puts out and carries their own responsibilities like they should, the team can take ideas and form them into what we need, be it for an assignment or anything else.

Working in a big team is difficult but if at least most of the members coordinate to work towards the same goal then the team can create a fantastic piece of work.

Working in a team requires a lot of organization and patience. Now that we are in college, we all have different schedules and sometimes is hard to contact each member of the group however it’s not impossible. I have seen many people with busy schedules and still made the effort to contribute to the team. I have learn that we must be willing to work hard, have patience, and organization in order to have a strong contributing team. I am glad this class requires to grade our members because in that way I can show the great or minimal effort that each member did on the project.

You have to be willingly to sacrifice your schedule in order to work effectively with a team.

You need to be patient with people, but you can't be a pushover.
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### Evaluation Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessibility Documentation:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The organization providing materials has a formal accessibility policy.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Accessibility statement is present in the front matter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The organization providing materials has an accessibility statement.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content Organization:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Chapter titles and section headers should be marked as headers and distinct from body text.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>All chapter titles and section headers are marked distinctly across the book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Table of contents should be present and allow navigation.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Page numbers should be present and correspond with print numbers.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Content should remain organized after user ‘reflows’ page.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Images:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Non-decorative images should be marked with alternative text.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>There are no images in this book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Images should be compatible with screen reader and magnification software.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Decorative images should be marked with null alternative text.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tables:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Tables should be simple and compatible with screen readers and magnification software.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>There are no tables in this book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tables should be single celled and contain ordered lists.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tables should include markup that identify their rows and columns.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hyperlinks:

1. In-book links should function and connect to their correct location in the text. 
2. Hyperlinks should connect to a working webpage. Hyperlinks should preferably open pages in the same window. 
3. All links should be distinct from body text. They should be descriptively titled and a different color or italicized. 

Multimedia:

1. Closed captions should be provided for any video content. 
2. Descriptive transcripts should be provided for any video content. 
3. Audio or video player used for multimedia content should be compatible with assistive technology. 
4. No content should flash more than 3 times per second. 

STEM Content

1. STEM formulas and equation should be created with an editor compatible with screen readers such as LaTex or MathML. 
2. If equations are inserted as images they should be described in an alt tag. 

Font

1. Font should be adjustable and compatible with screen readers, magnification software, and colored displays. Text must remain accessible when any font size is selected. 
2. All font should have zoom capabilities to 200%. 
3. Font should meet standard size requirements (12 pt. body, 9 pt. footnote). 
4. Alternative color and line spacing adjustments should be available. 

All hyperlinks function correctly and open in the same tab. All links are marked with descriptive text. 

All of the YouTube videos have captions. 

There is no STEM content in this book.

All font is adjustable and compatible with screen readers, and no alternative text color is used.
Color Contrast:

1. All information presented in color should also be conveyed in text or other images.  
2. Headers should meet WCAG AA contrast standards.  
3. Body text should meet WCAG AA contrast standards.  
4. Simple images should meet WCAG AA contrast standards.  

Interactive Elements:

1. Interactive elements such as menus, examples, practice questions, etc., allow keyboard only operation with and without assistive technology.  
2. All instructions, error messages, and prompts are in text and compatible with assistive technology.  
3. Text should allow for keyboard only operation.  
4. Text should be accessible on mobile devices.

All information meets WCAG AA contrast standards.  
All interactive elements allow keyboard only operation.
The peer review process for Mavs Open Press resources varies by publication and author. We strive for transparency and describe the creation process in the front matter of each text so readers may evaluate the work on its own merit. Because we offer web-based services, we can quickly and easily address any errors that arise after publication. This page provides a record of edits and changes made to the web version of this book since its initial publication.

Changes logged here are reflected in the web text only until a new version of the resource is released, at which point the file downloads are also updated. Version updates are noted in the Status field below.

If you have a correction to suggest, submit it to oer@uta.edu. We will contact the author then make and log necessary changes here. Below is a list of Correction Types we currently update:

1. Typo
2. Broken link
3. Addition
4. Other factual inaccuracy in content
5. Incorrect calculation or solution
6. General/pedagogical suggestion or question
7. Settings
<table>
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<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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